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Testimonials from our Senior's Circle Group

"I destroy my
enemies when I
make them my

friends."   

In this Issue:

This Month  
@ the Office

Our Communities Without Borders: Seniors was a huge hit! The five weeks went very
smoothly, and was a great experience for all. Check out the testimonials below!

Describe what you liked about the program:
 "Meeting others and hearing their stories, also knowing you are not the only one with

these issues was very satisfying." 
"Genuine talk about life experience from everyone, I learned

other ways to deal with any subject. Got me out to the center
so I did not isolate."

 "Gave me an occasion for conversation and self discovery."
 "Learning that I am not alone and the personal sharing, a

wonderful program for seniors."

SIX Community

Accountability Panels 

&

TWO Victim Offender

Conferences in progress

The online AGM is

happening tonight!
(Nov. 30 - email 

for the Zoom link!)
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- Abraham Lincoln 

The office will be closed Dec. 21

- Jan. 3 for Christmas & New

Years. The next newsletter will

be sent on Jan. 4!

What is one thing are you
most grateful for this holiday

season?

THIS MONTH @ THE

OFFICE

TESTIMONIALS OF THE

MONTH

HOW TO  WORK WITH

CLIENTS WITH FASD

STAFF OF THE MONTH

MONTHLY COMEDY 

THINK TANK TIME

Quote of the
Month  



People diagnosed with FASD may have trouble understanding

the process of restorative justice. These "Magic Keys" have been

developed to help us. 

Concrete: Talk in concrete terms and avoid abstract language.

Consistency: Use the same words and strategies to convey

restorative justice and their responsibilities. 

Routine: When mentoring, try to help them adopt a routine for

their volunteering. 

Simplicity: Keep the process short and sweet!

As this year signs off... remember to be thankful!

Barbara Presseau

Have a very Merry Christmas, everyone! We will be sending out the January newsletter

early next year. Enjoy the holidays & stay safe!

Staff of the Month

How do we work with clients with FASD? 

THANK YOU,
CHILLIWACK!

Created by: Brennan Stulp and Sara Dewit
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From - the CRJ team

JOKE OF THE MONTHJOKE OF THE MONTH
Beards...they grow on you!

Do you have an awesome photo of your

'Movember' facial hair?

We generated nearly $5,000 from our

online bike auction, so far!

The overwhelming response from the

community has been so wonderful to

see - thank you Chilliwack!

P.S. - our bike auction is being continued into

the new year!

Barb is one of our on-contract facilitators.

She has recently completed the five week

Senior's circles, and is now in an

elementary school, safely doing circles!

Thanks so much for all you do, Barb! 


